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Reproducing il primo quadro del mondo :
Fedor Iordan’s Engraving of Raphael’s Transfiguration , 1835-1850

In 1835, while in Rome as a pensioner of the St
Petersburg Academy of Arts, Russian printmaker
Fedor Iordan embarked on his monumental engraving
after Raphael’s Transfiguration (Fig. 1). Iordan remained in the Eternal City for almost fifteen years, diligently working on the plate thanks to the financial assistance from variably the Russian Academy, the public, and Tsar Nicholas I. As an academic pensioner
sent abroad to improve his technical skills in printmaking, Iordan had been tasked with reproducing a
painting from either the French or the Italian school in
the traditional technique of engraving with a burin.
Raphael’s Transfiguration, the last work completed by
the painter and referred to during this period as il

primo quadro del mondo – or “the foremost painting
in the world” – seemed like the right, even if ambitious
choice for Iordan to showcase his European training
and to make his mark. In his print, which measured an
exceptional 95.5 x 66.7 cm – one of the largest singleboard engravings at the time – Iordan expertly worked
to translate Raphael’s figures, light, and colours into
the black-and-white linear form of the printmaking
medium. Transforming the richness of the original into
a large sheet of tonal greys, Iordan patiently and

Fig. 1 Fedor Iordan / Raphael; The Transfiguration; 1835-1850; engraving, etching; 95.5 x 66.7 cm; London; The British Museum

painstakingly followed every detail, every expression.
Upon completing the engraving, Iordan returned to St

making and Russian art, in spite of Iordan’s ubiquitous

Petersburg, where he was awarded the prestigious

presence and prominence at the St Petersburg

title of Professor in recognition of his work. And yet,

Academy, he is at most referenced in passing, with

the promise envisioned in the print appeared not to

his lengthy memoirs mainly providing juicy gossip for

have been fully realised. Despite garnering accolades

historians working on other artists in Italy (Fig. 2). By

Transfiguration

scrutinising the production and reception of Iordan’s

caused some hesitation among cultural figures and,

Transfiguration, this article examines the reasons be-

for some artists, even disappointment.

hind this oversight by exposing the larger issues the

and celebratory dinners, Iordan’s

This article aims to revisit the discourse surround-

print had provoked. What effect did Iordan’s experi-

ing Iordan’s print to better understand its problematic

ences and encounters abroad – first in Paris, then

place not only in Russian printmaking, but also in

London, and finally in Rome – have on his objectives

European printmaking and Russian art more broadly.

and his ultimate development as a printmaker? What

Notwithstanding its notoriety, the engraving has re-

was initially perceived as so promising about his en-

ceived little critical attention. In scholarship on print-

graving? And why, for some, did it not live up to that
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Fig. 2 Anon; Fedor Iordan; photography; published in Albom fotograficheskikh portretov avgustieishikh osob i lits, izviestnykh v Rossii,
St Petersburg 1865; Slavic and East European Collections; The New
York Public Library

Fig. 3 Nikolai Utkin / Leonello Spada; Aeneas, Carrying his Father
from Burning Troy; 1810; engraving, etching; 45.1 x 29.4 cm; London;
The British Museum

promise? I posit that Iordan’s Transfiguration, having

Fedorovna.1 At nineteen, Iordan was assigned to the

been started before the invention of photography but

engraving department, which was newly spearheaded

completed

and

by Professor Nikolai Utkin – a celebrated printmaker

heightened the emerging polemical debates between

after,

in

many

ways

revealed

who had amassed international renown several years

the merits of traditional reproductive printmaking and

prior for, among other things, his print Aeneas, Carry-

the medium’s shifting place among the arts. What is

ing His Father from Burning Troy after a painting then

more, Iordan’s engraving brought to light new ques-

thought to be by Domenichino (Fig. 3). While he was

tions regarding national identity that would dominate

an academic pensioner in Paris in Charles Clément

Russian artistic discourse in the ensuing decades.

Bervic’s studio, Utkin had been singled out by Napo-

Analysing the issues raised by Iordan’s Transfigura-

leon for this engraving and was awarded the gold

tion, this article situates the artist’s long studies and

medal by the Académie Royale de Peinture et de

work abroad within the wider context of international

Sculpture at the 1810 Salon.2 He was further rewarded

printmaking and, most importantly, within the discus-

with a diamond ring by Tsar Alexander I for the high

sion of Russia’s position in transnational artistic devel-

calibre of this print, and was praised as one of the few

opments.

Russian artists able to compete with European mas-

Iordan’s life had been intertwined with the Russian

ters in Konstantin Batiushkov’s famously biting review

Academy of Arts from an early age. Having been born

of the Russian Academy in 1814.3 Under Utkin’s tutel-

in Pavlovsk, in 1809 the then nine-year-old Iordan

age, Iordan progressed relatively quickly. He was

entered the Academy under the patronage of Mariia

awarded several silver medals for his drawings, the
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1827 for his print Dying Abel after Anton Losenko (Fig.
4).4 For this engraving, Iordan also received a gold
watch from Tsar Nicholas I and the right to study
abroad as an academic pensioner.5
This role of pensioner came with clear instructions.
Iordan was explicitly asked to learn about new printmaking methods and practical aspects of his art form;
these included innovative etching tools and roulettes
as well as techniques such as aquatint, lavis, and
crayon-manner, which were increasingly being practised in Western Europe.6 The Academy advised
Iordan:
“In these new times, the art of printmaking has made
significant progress – follow its course, but avoid
Fig. 4 Fedor Iordan / Anton Losenko; Dying Abel; photographic repro duction; published in Nikolai Ivanovich Utkin: ego zhizn’ i proizvedeniia by Dmitrii Rovinskii, St Petersburg 1884; Slavic and East
European Collections; The New York Public Library

that dryness and coldness into which many printmakers fall while searching only for purity, forgetting
the primary aspects of this beautiful and difficult
art.”7

Iordan was instructed to focus on draughtsmanship
and to choose a painting to reproduce either from the
French or the Italian school, making the preparatory
drawing from it in such a size as could be completed
in engraving within three years – the allotted time for
his pension.8 With these directions and introductory
letters in hand, Iordan left for Paris in August 1829.
However, upon arriving and meeting his intended
printmaking master Pierre-Alexandre Tardieu, who had
come from a long dynasty of acclaimed printmakers
and who had only recently been made an honorary
member of the Russian Academy, Iordan had to report back that he chose to work with a different master as Tardieu turned out to be quite elderly. He wrote
saying that instead he entered the studio of JosephThéodore Richomme, “considered the best by local
printmakers”.9 Having received the prestigious French
Academy’s Prix de Rome for engraving in 1806, Richomme had become a well-regarded printmaker,
known for his reproductions of Raphael’s paintings
(Fig. 5).10
Fig. 5 Joseph-Théodore Richomme / Raphael; La Ste Famille; c.
1822; engraving, etching; 49.8 x 35.5 cm; London; The British Museum

Immediately, Iordan began eagerly working on
drawings and developing new prints. Following in his
new teacher’s footsteps, he chose to engrave the

second gold medal for his engraving Mercury and

heads of Raphael and Perugino after Raphael’s The

Argus (after Petr Sokolov), and the first gold medal in

School of Athens , and experimented in the etching
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Fig. 6 Fedor Iordan / William Hogarth; The Idle ‘Prentice Returned
from Sea, and in a Garret with a Prostitute; 1833; plate 7 from The
Works of William Hogarth: in a series of engravings: Industry and Idleness, vol. 1; engraving; 22.1 x 28.3 cm; Philadelphia, PA; Philadelphia
Museum of Art
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Fig. 7 Karl Briullov; The Last Day of Pompeii; 1830-1833; oil on can vas; 456.5 x 651 cm; St Petersburg; State Russian Museum

Iordan was explicitly forbidden by the Academy to
work for financial gain or on anything outside his as-

technique. But, he soon noted that the French system

signment (and the print after Hogarth certainly was

of teaching printmaking greatly varied from that of his

both of these), his early prints, seen as trials that

Russian professor’s: he complained that the individu-

could improve his – and by extension Russian – print-

alised approach was curtailed in favour of systemic,

making were applauded by the Russian institution;

dry hatchings. Less than a year after his arrival, the

they even secured him an extension for his pension

unanticipated political turmoil of the July Revolution

for another three years, until 1835.16

11

12

forced the Academy to ask Iordan to relocate to Lon-

In time, the tension between the local English art

don – which, while significantly more expensive than

market and the Russian Academy’s desire to see a

Paris, was undeniably acknowledged as the centre for

classical French or Italian painting reproduced led

contemporary printmaking.13 Yet as Iordan wrote soon

Iordan to start looking elsewhere. In August 1833, he

after the move, the specific art market in England sty-

wrote to Utkin that he wished to go to Italy, saying

mied his aspirations:

that it would be equally beneficial in terms of training
as staying in England, but it would allow him to see

“The art of printmaking in its remarkable effect, con-

first-hand “the most famous paintings”, and to make

ditions conducive for working, and fidelity to those

drawings from originals that he could later use for en-

depicted, has been brought here [in England] to the

gravings, “as the French printmakers do”. 17 (Here he

highest degree of perfection; but unfortunately, ac-

was referencing the established practice of the French

cording to local artists, the particular public taste for

recipients of the Prix de Rome in engraving, who

interior scenes does not allow printmakers to pro-

made numerous preparatory drawings for later prints

duce prints of historical subject matter.”14

while studying in Italy.18) Utkin and the Academy
heeded Iordan’s plea; and in late 1833, he first set out

Nevertheless, Iordan continued his studies, entering

for Bologna where he met his friend Karl Briullov, then

the studio of the reproductive printmaker Abraham

moved on to Florence, and finally, in early 1834, went

Raimbach, starting another reproductive print after

to Rome, as he remembered: “like a Jew to his holy

Raphael, The Holy Family, and trying his hand at the

land”.19

locally popular technique of steel engraving. In the

When he arrived in Rome, having settled into a

latter, he produced one of his rare “interior scenes”, a

light-filled apartment on via Sistina, not far from Café

print after William Hogarth for an English publication of

Greco and the Spanish Steps, Iordan promptly

1833 (Fig. 6). What is interesting here is that although

set about studying those “most famous” works at the

15
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Vatican. Ecstatic for having seen the masterpieces, he
wrote to Utkin, deciding that for his assignment he
would reproduce Guercino’s The Incredulity of St.

Thomas of 1621. However, according to Iordan’s
memoirs, upon hearing this decision, Briullov protested
and suggested that the printmaker focus instead on
Raphael’s Transfiguration.20 With only eighteen months
of his pension remaining, Iordan was sceptical: for
one, he would be unable to gain access to the original
to make the preparatory drawing, as it was constantly
swarmed with artists; and secondly, the Italian master’s work was significantly more complicated. Briullov
objected, and Iordan recalled that the painter promised to secure him a space near the original. To
Iordan’s amazement, using his freshly acquired fame
from the monumental The Last Day of Pompeii,
Briullov succeeded (Fig. 7). Iordan relented, and with
the unprecedented intention of rendering the final engraving as a large print, began to work on the preparatory drawing that would take him a year and a half to
Fig. 8 Fedor Iordan / Raphael; The Holy Family; 1833; engraving,
etching; 35.5 x 28 cm; St Petersburg; State Russian Museum

complete.
Although it appears that Iordan’s choice for both
the painting and the intended size of the print were inspired by Briullov and that artist’s recent success,
there were other additional factors that must have influenced the decision. Having begun his pension with
an esteemed printmaker known for his reproductions
of Raphael’s paintings, and having just received a diamond ring from Tsar Nicholas I for his rendition of the
Italian artist's The Holy Family, Iordan had obvious
reasons to reproduce this master in particular (Fig.
8).21 Moreover, during this period Raphael in general
was firmly established as the apex of all art at the
Russian and European academies – so the choice to
reproduce Raphael’s painting was not surprising. But
the decision to make the engraving on such a large
scale and the selection of the specific work was more
nuanced. It must have stemmed from Iordan’s
awareness of some of the most celebrated European
contemporary reproductive printmakers: namely German Johann Friedrich Wilhelm Müller, whose large
rendition of Sistine Madonna was considered the
epitome of a reproductive print, and Raphael Morghen,
who had made two famed engravings after Transfigur-

Fig. 9 Johann Friedrich Wilhelm Müller / Raphael; The Sistine
Madonna; 1808-1816; engraving, etching; 87 x 67 cm; Philadelphia,
PA; Philadelphia Museum of Art

ation, one bigger than the next (Figs. 9 and 10). In
fact, in his decision, Iordan seemed to engage not only
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copper plate.22 While Iordan’s claim to the synchronisation of these actions has been disproven by historians, the fact that he positioned his work so carefully
alongside Ivanov’s painting speaks volumes about his
original ambitions. Iordan had clearly been aspiring to
participate in contemporary European reproductive
printmaking practices while bridging his work with
emerging objectives in Russian painting, thereby perhaps elevating Russian printmaking in both the Russian and international contexts.
The Council of the Academy, although wary of
Iordan needing to extend his pension, was galvanised
by the prospect of his grand project. In a subsequent
letter to Prince Volkonskii, the president of the
Academy Aleksei Olenin explained the institution’s
support:
“[Raphael’s Transfiguration] is a matter of particular
importance, for, if Iordan could one day produce a
print after this painting, then, judging by his talent
and art, he could bring honour to the Academy and
the nation, especially since there is no print after this
painting that is satisfactory or excellent as of yet.”23
Fig. 10 Raphael Morghen / Raphael; The Transfiguration; 1801-1811;
engraving, etching; 80 x 53.2 cm; London; The British Museum

The fact that Iordan made his own preparatory draw-

in the cult of Raphael, which heralded draughtsman-

ceeded previous conventions: both Müller and

ship (and which was seen as the true test in the skill

Morghen had used intermediary draughtsmen for their

of a printmaker), but also with revered, recent

respective works. Similarly, that Iordan intended to

European printmakers and reproductive printmaking

engrave the whole of the massive plate himself was

practices. Likewise, he was responding to the concur-

uncommon in European practices; in his memoirs, he

rent shift toward monumentally-sized painting in Rus-

recollected how other artists in Rome assumed he

sia: from the already-mentioned Briullov to Fedor

would invite other printmakers to complete portions,

Bruni’s The Brazen Serpent completed in 1840, and

such as the sky or drapery, and how they were

certainly, Aleksandr Ivanov’s The Appearance of

amazed to learn otherwise.24 The promise envisioned

Christ before the People of 1837-1857, which meas-

in Iordan’s Transfiguration was echoed in the Russian

ured 5.4 by 7.5 m (Fig. 11). Iordan was actively in-

press. In the article “Russian Artists in Rome”, pub-

volved in discussing these aspirations and projects

lished in the Library for Reading in 1835, the author

with the painters themselves: he had known all three

declared that having seen the preparatory drawing in

from his time as a student in St Petersburg, and de-

progress, Russia should expect in Iordan “the future

veloped close friendships with Bruni and Ivanov while

foundation of printmaking in our nation, which has

they too were working in Rome. In his memoirs,

hitherto been mostly limited to the engraved works of

Iordan even recalled that he and Ivanov had commit-

N[ikolai] Utkin.”25

ing, and did so on such a large scale, had already ex-

ted to their respective monumental projects at the

Predictably, the Academy’s concern was real-

same time, with Ivanov ordering his large canvas simul-

ised, and within a year Iordan asked for the first of

taneously to Iordan purchasing the 1.5 pood, or 24 kg,

numerous extensions. Initially he sent a request to stay
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mind). In 1842, four years later, the Academy asked
the tsar to help pay for Iordan’s stay in Rome, noting
that Karl Briullov himself commended the preparatory
drawing and stated that “it was completed to such a
level of perfection, that few, if any other printmakers in
Europe could possibly compete”.30 During his trip to
Rome in 1845, Tsar Nicholas I visited Iordan to check
on the progress, as a result of which he paid for a
subscription of five impressions before lettering. This
onslaught of petitions and commentary suggests that
not only did Iordan’s endeavour drag on for significFig. 11 Aleksandr Ivanov; The Appearance of Christ to the People;
1837-1857; oil on canvas; 540 x 750 cm; Moscow; State Tretyakov
Gallery

antly longer than either he or the Academy anticipated, but also that, throughout the long process, the
Russian institution, the public, and even the tsar, were

in Rome so as to complete the first stage of the print –

actively invested in the success of this print. The

specifically to etch the contours of the figures and es-

Academy clearly saw in the monumental engraving an

tablish correct facial expressions (this use of etching

opportunity and a promise for itself to gain interna-

as a supportive technique was a typical practice in re-

tional recognition for its achievements, and for Russi-

productive printmaking).26 Upon reviewing the impres-

an art in general.

sion submitted by Iordan of the etched top half of the

In 1849, after the unrest in Rome in which Iordan

image, the Council permitted him to stay two more

was forced to take up arms, the Academy finally

years, stating that not to permit Iordan to complete at

demanded that the printmaker return to St Petersburg.

least the etching with immediate access to the original

Before he left in 1850, he had his engraving printed in

“would be contradictory to the aim of the endeavour,

Italy. On seeing the end result, the Council of the

and to the responsibility of the Academy in encour-

Academy reported that no other print, neither by

aging talents that are great for the glory of the

Dorigny nor by Morghen was so worthy or so faithful a

nation”.27 Published reports repeated this sentiment.

reproduction of “the most important work by the

That year, in 1837, The Artistic Newspaper wrote that

eternal Raphael” (Fig. 12).31 The Council awarded

Iordan was making progress on the engraving, and

Iordan the title of Professor, praising him “as a Russi-

that “the glory of adequately rendering in engraving

an, who with his hard work brought honour to his art

the most significant of the works by the immortal

and glory to his teaching institution, the Imperial

Raphael – will be the glory of a Russian”. The report

Academy of Arts”.32 The reviewer for the Library for

continued, “the Russian engraver is going into battle

Reading wrote that

28

with the most famous printmakers in the world and is
giving hope for his victory.” 29 Having exhausted his al-

“with the power of extraordinary patience and talent,

lotted stipend however, the Academy forwarded

he [Iordan] overtook all of his predecessors in the art

Iordan 3000 rubles from its own budget.

of printmaking and enriched Russian art with such a

But the extension and money were not enough. By
late 1838, following yet another request to remain, the

work, the likes of which we never had and few of
which can be found abroad”.33

Academy suggested to Iordan that he advertise a
subscription for his final engraving as a way to ensure

For the engraving, Iordan was also granted honorary

the financial viability of his project and cover his costs

memberships to the Berlin Academy of Arts, the

in the meantime. In addition, in 1838 Iordan accepted

Florence Academy, and the Urbino Academy.34

a commission to engrave a portrait of Grand Duke

Despite this kind of public recognition, Iordan’s

Mikhail Pavlovich (which he completed within less

print did not please everyone. For one, according to

than a year, and which the Academy appeared not to

the later memoirs of Iordan’s student, upon receiving
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In another letter, Ivanov elaborated on this idea:
“I do not think that all the invigorating changes in
printmaking would heartily welcome his momentous
work. His art is not native (korennoi), but rather a
subordinate passion; his character is not adapted to
the ambitions of our times, and finally, his heart – it’s
not Russian.”37

Ivanov’s disappointment and the issues he raised,
however privately, of native-ness, of character, of
Russian-ness, indicate that in the time Iordan took to
engrave his masterpiece, something significant was
beginning to change in the understanding and in the
aims of art.
Others, too, were forced to ask questions after
seeing Iordan’s Transfiguration. At the 1851 dinner
celebrating the work of both Ivan Aivazovskii and
Iordan, historian Mikhail Pogodin gave a public
speech honouring the engraving. While other, earlier
versions after Transfiguration were exhibited next to
Iordan’s print, Pogodin observed,
“Foreign artists unanimously judged [Iordan’s] aspiraFig. 12 Nicolas Dorigny / Raphael; The Transfiguration; 1705; etching, finished with engraving; 78.9 x 51.1 cm; London; The British
Museum

tions, laughed.[…] How dare quello Russo Mo-

scovito attempt to broach Raphael’s Transfiguration,
especially as he had wanted to engrave it all himself

the engraving Tsar Nicholas I observed, “Good, but

[…] External circumstances were not more kind to

sieve-like.”35 In contrast to Morghen’s celebrated ver-

the artist. The art of printmaking was falling […]”

sions with their varied cross-hatchings, Iordan’s final
state of Transfiguration used a uniform system of sol-

Pogodin continued,

id, smooth, and steady lines. The resulting visual effect was more sculptural, relief-like, rather than paint-

“[But Iordan] decidedly surpassed everyone… Only Morghen

erly. In addition to the tsar’s comment, other, more

could try to compete […] But now we are faced with a ques -

disparaging remarks followed. In an 1850 letter, Ivan-

tion about the work: what place does the art of printmaking

ov informed Nikolai Gogol that he had finally seen

hold among the arts?”38

Iordan’s engraving, as the latter had exhibited it at a
local shop in Rome before returning to St Petersburg.

In raising this question, Pogodin voiced another shift

Ivanov wrote:

that was beginning to occur, not only in Russia, but
elsewhere in Europe: photography was starting to en-

“I was disappointed that it was not only not better

croach on printmaking’s territory. With the possibility

than Morghen, but not better than any of the other

now to accurately reproduce any work of art – and do

prints that exist in the world. But I have come to

so quickly – artists and critics were driven to question

peace with Iordan, since he is not a native ( korennoi)

the merits of traditional printmaking. Iordan would

Russian.”36

write in 1854:
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“I am very frightened by photography, which is mak-

Stepan Shevyrev already remarked in his 1841 article

ing great strides here [in Florence], and local portrait-

“Russian Artists in Rome”, “It is high time for us to in-

ists are sitting around completely without jobs; now

stil our native soul and life into these ideal and grace-

it is punishing portraitists, but then it will start on en-

ful forms learnt by Russian artists in Raphael’s birth-

gravers […]”39

place.”42 These issues of national character, of the
Russian spirit, as confided by Ivanov and Shevyrev,

With Raphael’s Sistine Madonna becoming one of the

began to garner increasing attention. And although

earliest paintings to be photographed, reproductive

historians have perhaps excused Iordan’s Transfigura-

printmaking as an art form and as had been practised

tion as simply a symptom of its era or as a failed

by Iordan, Müller, and Morghen, appeared to be under

attempt by an artist to change, adapt, and develop

fire.

with his times, as an object – made after an Italian

The issue that Iordan’s Transfiguration additionally

master, by a Russian printmaker, in Rome – it raised

seemed to raise, was what should mark the quality of

significant questions for Russian art. As an engraving,

a reproductive print: was it how faithfully the print-

with its thousands of incised lines, it threw emerging

maker reproduced the original – as Iordan had done –

issues into relief.

or how subtly the printmaker reinterpreted the original? More and more, artists and critics, in Russia and
elsewhere, began to doubt the very value of copying

Endnotes

and the very ubiquity of the copy – the very practice
of academic training – not only in prints, but also in
painting and sculpture. And while the impact of
evolving reproductive technology on changes in artistic education is outside the scope of this article, it is
important to note that it was following this period that

1.

questions about originality came to the fore at the
Academies.40 Undoubtedly, reproductive printmaking
continued to reign throughout the nineteenth century,
and debated between printmaking’s merit as an art
form, and its place among other arts, continued to be
played out in the press, and by artists and printmakers alike. The leading nineteenth-century Russian

2.

critic Vladimir Stasov, for example, would go on to
dedicate one of his first major articles to the conflict
between printmaking and photography in 1856.41

3.

But within the confines of the immediate historical
context, Iordan’s experiences abroad and his Transfig-

uration more than anything else signified a major

4.
5.
6.

change in the artistic discourse in Russia. While
Iordan had arrived in the Eternal City, ambitious and
eager to follow in the footsteps of European masters,

7.

and while he succeeded to an extent in creating a
well-crafted print, his choice of painting and his style
of engraving did not withstand the test of time. In the
almost fifteen years it took Iordan to complete his
work, the atmosphere and ideas on art outside of
Rome, and in particular in Russia, had changed. As

8.
9.
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Summary
Fedor Iordan (1800-1883) spent more than twenty
years in Europe studying printmaking as a pensioner
of the Russian Imperial Academy of Arts: first in Paris,
then in London, and finally, from 1835 in Rome, where
he embarked on his monumental engraving of
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Raphael’s Transfiguration. Scrutinising the production
and reception of this print – which took fifteen years
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to complete and afforded the artist an opportunity to
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remain in Italy – this essay reconsiders Iordan’s work

Fig. 6 and 9: Philadelphia, PA; Philadelphia Museum of Art
Fig. 7 and 8: St Petersburg; State Russian Museum
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within the wider context of international printmaking
and, within the emerging debates about Russia’s
position in transnational artistic developments and its
national distinctiveness.
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